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Clients who failed previously
view job search negatively

Clients may be overwhelmed
by information

Example 1:
Job search

Example 2: 
Hotline services

The Brain Has 2 Operating Systems

Systematic &
deliberate.
Used to perform
unfamiliar activities. 

Rapid & instinctive. 
Used to perform day-

to-day activities

Reflective automatic

Traditional economics
assumes that
humans are rational

Behavioural economics
acknowledges that humans

may be irrational and
seeks to explain why

why does this matter in social work ?
Behavioural economics allows us to understand and help our clients better!

behavioural economics in action
Behavioural economics

tells us that...
Therefore, we can... 

Clients may feel stressed if
they are placed on hold for a
long period

Emphasise the client's
strengths and reinforce his
identity

Specify the steps for the client
to take

Provide a message on the
estimated waiting time and
offer support to prevent
clients from hanging up. For
example, 'Please wait for five
minutes. Once we answer
your call, we will do our best
to address your needs.' 

The uncertainty of the length
of wait time may cause clients
to hang up
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Messenger's identity
shapes behaviour
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what is behavioural economics?

Not always influenced by
cost-benefit analysis

but shaped by
social and emotional factors

Insights and application to social work

Public Promises 
Promote Consistency

Reduce Decision
Fatigue

Behavioural Economics = study of Human Behaviour

People are influenced by
the messenger of the

news/information.

e.g. Receiving counsel or
hearing testimonies from
people in the same age

range will be more relatable
for youth delinquents.

People are more consistent
with promises that they

make in public. 

e.g. When helping
clients quit substance

abuse, get them to
sign commitment contracts

in the presence of
loved ones. 

People are overwhelmed
when there are too many

choices. 

e.g. When helping
clients apply for assistance,
present the most relevant

options first. 

Small changes can create
better outcomes! 
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